
Sidnee Snell’s Photo Inspired Quilts Using Foundation Applique 
 

 
Find a drawing or photo-work in reverse- By Hand-Put photo in a plastic sleeve. Make lines. 
Then photocopy and bring to Kinkos to blow up to desired size. Look for info below if you 
intend to manipulate your photo using a computer. 
 

1. Have a copy of your photo. Put numbers on all the piecing areas – labeling with the 
same number if it is to be the same color. Color it in with colored pencils. Value- 
remember that warm/light colors come forward and dark/cool colors recede 

 
2. Spray fabric and stick to photo copy (use Elmer’s Craft Bond as it is repositionable and 

washable) 
 

3. Outline foundation fabric with an ultra-fine sharpie (white foundation fabric:  Country 
Classic from JoAnn’s.) Outline on the back of the fabric. If you have to join foundation 
pieces, overlap about ½” and straight stitch down the center and trim 

 
4. Use a variety of  solid cottons, quilting weight,  ranging from very light to very dark.  

 
5. Put fabric pieces on front side of foundation fabric – sharpie tracing is on the back. Sew 

through the tracing and fabric –you are stitching in free-motion. The bobbin thread will 
show on the front. If you miss a line –sew outside the line rather than inside the line. 
Don’t have to start in the middle of a piece. Put on small pieces last. 

 
6. Turn piece over and trim fabric. It can be close to the seam. The first layers are covered. 

The others can be clipped close. Mistakes are part of the piece’s history. If you cut too 
close and the pieces are loose-re darn with the machine 

 
7. You can tack fabric with a glue stick 

 
8. When pinning- pin fabric in the center so you can stitch around it. Sidnee does all the 

same color pieces at once and uses the same color thread in the bobbin and on top. 
 

9. If you have multiple pieces on a portion –stitch around a piece and then cut out the 
center to minimize the layers 

 
10. Where fabrics meet –sew on top of the original line. Don’t backstitch. Go a few stitches 

over to lock threads 
 

11. Use sharp needles – 80’s or 70’s 
 

12. If you want a small piece to disappear or appear smaller, sew it on first 



 
13. Put whites or lights on last 

 
14.  When trimming- if you accidentally cut through the foundation fabric (use glue and 

Wonder Under to hold tear and stitch around it.   
 

15. Bordering fabrics – stitch around when number of piece changes –don’t stitch on 
borders unless the piece ends there 

 
16. Stitching – echo quilt – echo at least 3 times on edges and 3 lines on edge next to the 

original fabric to make it blend. Use one color on the back if you want it to blend into 
the backing. 

 
 
Computer Programs to use to alter photos 
 

 Photoshop Adobe – Scott Kelby has a good book on Photoshop 

 Illustrator – Lynda.com  

 IPad – Pixlr, Painterfly, Line Brush, Sketch Me,, Mobile Monet, Glaze, Adobe Shape 
 


